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GROUND TEST PROGRAM FOR NEW ATLAS PAYLOAD FAIRINGS

lntroduq|iorl

An extensive ground test program is currently being undertaken by General Dynamics/Space
Systems Division to verify the design of the metal payload fairings for the new family of Atlas
launch vehicles, the first of which will be launched this summer. Two new designs, an I 1-foot and
a 14-foot diameter version of the payload fairings (see Figure 1), are now available to mission
planners seeking to accommodate the widest variety of mission requirements. While the 14-foot
diameter version was developed for the commercial Atlas I program, and the 11-foot diameter

fairing was developed for the U.S. Air Force Atlas II vehicle, once both production lines are at full
capacity, the selection of a fairing will be dictated by the size of the satellite payload. These new
fairing designs replace the 10-foot diameter, honeycomb fiberglass payload fairings which were

flown on previous Atlas/Centaur launch vehicles. The new metal fairings feature a larger payload
envelope, greater ease of manufacturing and modification, have more consistent quality control
properties, provide better EMI shielding for the satellite payload, and do so at costs and weights
comparable to the old fiberglass fairing.

Both the 11-foot and 14-foot diameter designs are of aluminum skin, frame, and stringer
construction and are built at the General Dynamics Services Company plant in Harlingen, Texas.
The main structural purposes of the payload fairing are to protect the satellite payload during the
ascent phase and to provide an aerodynamic forward surface for the launch vehicle. After the

vehicle has cleared the atmosphere, the payload fairing is no longer required, and it is jettisoned
both to save weight and to allow for the separation of the Centaur upper stage and the spacecraft.
Both the 11-foot and 14-foot designs use a method of separation similar to that originally used for
the 10-foot fiberglass fairing. At the moment of jettison, which occurs about 3 1/2 minutes after
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lifloff, explosiveboltsfire whichallow thetwo 180-degreehalvesof thefairingto begin
separation.Springloadedactuatorsatthetopof theconesectionpushthehalvesapart,while the
aftendof eachfairinghalf beginstorotateonhingeslocatedonthestubadapter.After thefairing
halveshaverotatedabout70degrees,thehingesallow thefairingto safelyandcompletelyseparate
from thevehicle. Bothfairinghalvesfall backtoEarth,wheretheylandin theAtlanticOcean.No
attemptis plannedto recovertheseitems.

Fiveseparategroundtests,oneof whichhasalreadybeencompleted,wereplannedto gatherthe
necessarydatato qualify thesenewdesignsfor flight. All testsplannedwill beperformedon
full-scalepayloadfairing structures(eitherdedicatedtestarticlesor flight articles).Threetestshave
beenplannedfor the14-footdiameterpayloadfairingandtwotestshavebeenplannedfor the
11-footdiameterpayloadfairing. All testsof the14-footdiameterpayloadfairingmustbe
completeby theplannedJune1990launchfor theCombinedReleaseandRadiationEffects
Satellite(CRRES),andall testsof the11-footdiameterpayloadfairingmustbecompletein timeto
supportstressanddynamicsanalyseswhichmustbeperformedprior to theJanuary1991Initial
LaunchCapability(ILC) datefor theAtlasII system.

I, 14-Foot Diameter Payload Fairine Jettison Test

Dg_criotion: Of the three ground tests planned for the 14-foot diameter version of the new
payload fairings, the jettison test is the only one which has been completed as of this writing. This
test was successfully performed in December 1989 - January 1990 at the Space Power Facility
(SPF) operated by NASA/Lewis Research Center at the Plum Brook Station near Sandusky, Ohio.
This site was chosen because it is the largest vacuum chamber in the world, and is the only one in
which a fulfjettison of at least one full payload fairing half could be accomplished. The interior of
the chamber consisted of a metal-walled pressure vessel with a 100-foot diameter circular floor and
a 120-foot high, domed ceiling. This was surrounded by a thick concrete-walled containment
building with a profile which betrays the original intent of the building: to house nuclear powered
satellites during test and checkout. Because the facility had not been used since a 1974 Skylab test,
a substantial effort was required to reactivate the chamber. Now that the chamber has been proved
to be operational, several other jettison tests of payload fairings, including one of the giant Titan IV
fairing, have been planned for the NASA Plum Brook SPF.

The test article for the jettison test was a dedicated test fairing which was manufactured to the same
engineering prints and quality standards as a regular flight fairing. This article was the first
payload fairing completed at the General Dynamics Services Company, Harlingen, Texas assembly
plant. From its interface with the Centaur upper stage's stub adapter to the tip of its nose, the new
fairing stands 39 1/2 feet high. In the SPF, atop its base fixture and stub adapter, the test article
measured in with an impressive height of 52 1/2 feet. Before each completed payload fairing is
shipped from its assembly plant, an acceptance test, consisting of a stackmate and a "rotation" test,
is conducted to verify that manufacturing tolerances were maintained throughout the entire
structure. The rotation test consists of splitting the fairing halves (by a total of no more than one
foot at the top of the cone) using a manually activated screwjack in place of the spring loaded
actuators. As the fairing halves are gradually rotated on the jettison hinges, clearances at various
locations along the splitline longerons are recorded to verify all shear pins are disengaging
smoothly.

The jettison test was a simulation of the event described above, wherein the two halves of the

payload fairing separate after the launch vehicle clears the Earth's atmosphere. The test program
consisted of performing two separate payload fairing jettison events at a simulated altitude of
85,000 feet (chamber pressure = 17 torr). After the inner metal door and the outer concrete

chamber doors were closed, an approximately five hour pumpdown was performed, and after a
short countdown a switch was flipped, immediately supplying power to the explosive bolts,
initiating the jettison event. For each event, one half of the fairing (capped half) was fully
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jettisoned,while theotherhalf rotatedonlyfifteendegreesbeforeimpactingthecatchnet(see
Figure2). Both halveswereslowedfrom initial netimpactto afull stopbyhydraulicallyactuated
brakeswhichwereanintegralpartof thecatchnetsystem.Theforceusedto initiatethejettison
eventwasvariedby usingonly onespring-loadedjettisonactuatorfor thefirst event,andthefull
complementof two actuatorsfor thesecondjettisonevent.Thisprovidedanalystswith twodata
pointsagainstwhichtocomparetheanalyticallypredictedbehaviorof thetestfairing. After the
firstjettisoneventwascompleted,only afewdayswererequiredtoreconfigurethefairing
assemblyfor thesecondevent.

Theprimarypurposeof thejettisontestwastodemonstratethattheanalytical
NASTRANcomputermodelbeingusedby structuraldynamicistsandstressanalyststo predict
fairingbehaviorduringvehicleflight environmentsis ableto accuratelypredictthebehaviorof the
payloadfairing underthejettisontestconditions.Pre-testpredictionsof all testdata(pyroshocks,
rigid-bodymotion,fairinghalf-breathingmodes)weremadeusingtheanalyticalcomputermodel.
Comparisonof testdatawith theseanalyticalpredictionswill indicateif anycorrectionsare
necessaryto themodel. Anotherpurposewasto simplydemonstratethatthefairing jettison
hardware(actuators,hinges,explosivebolts,shearpins,harnessdisconnects,etc.)functioned
properlytogether.An importantelementof properjettisonfunctioningis themechanicalclearance
betweenthefairing hardwareasit rotateson thehingesandothercritical itemson theCentaur
upperstageandthesatellitepayload.Becausethefairinghalf "breathing"or "pinching"mode
effectivelyreducesthestaticclearance,theintentwasto designafairingwhichwasasstiff as
possible.Theitemswhichrepresentedpotentialrotationinterferencesweresimulatedduringthis
test,anddynamicclearanceswerecheckedto allowcomparisonwithpre-testpredictions.In
additionto exercisinggenericpayloadfairinghardware,thejettisontestarticlesubsetsof two
mylar installationswhichhavebeendesignedfor mission-peculiarapplications,athin thermal
shieldwhichcoverstheinteriorof theconeandcylinderregions,andthepillow-like acoustic
blanketsfor interiornoisereduction,wereinstalledinsidethefairingtestarticleto verify thatthe
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Figure 2. Payload Fairing Jettison Test Catch Net System.
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bending associated with the jettison event would not damage either the mylar components or their
fastening hardware. It was felt that this verification was necessary to eliminate the possibility that
loose mylar could damage the encapsulated spacecraft during the jettison event.

Data Acouisitions: Test instrumentation for the jettison test included 31 channels of
low-frequency accelerometer data, intended to measure the lowest vibration modes of the fairing
halves and larger scale, rigid-body motions, 21 channels of high-frequency accelerometer data,
which measured the shock environment (generated by the 28 explosive bolts) at various sensitive
locations on the vehicle structure, and 44 channels of strain gage data, which measured the

structural loads in the jettison hinges on which the fairing halves rotate. An analog FM-based data
acquistion system was used to record all test data. Events were recorded by fourteen high-speed
motion picture cameras and three video cameras. The video cameras were installed mainly to
present to the test conductor a real-time image of what was occurring inside the chamber, realizing
that there are no windows through which to look. Exactly half of the fourteen high-speed film
cameras were focused on clearly visible targets mounted on fairing hardware. This film was later
run through a film motion analyzer to produce deflection, velocity, and acceleration data.
Clearance indicators, made of thin solder wire, were used to detect any infringement of the payload

fairing structure during its jettison rotation into sensitive areas surrounding avionics packages or
into the satellite payload envelope.

|1, 14-Fgot Diameter Payload Fairing Structural Test

I)$,_qriotion: This test is currently under way at the Sycamore Canyon test site operated by
General Dynamics just north of San Diego, California. During this structural test, the fairing will
undergo a series of static test conditions which will determine if the fairing structure will yield at
predicted design limit loads (based on loads experienced during the transonic condition) or will fail
at design ultimate loads (125% of design limit loads). Because the test article is to be exposed to
ultimate structural loads, the dedicated test fairing which was used for the jettison test described
above, and which will never fly on an Atlas vehicle, will be used for this test. Four different test
configurations (see Figure 3) will be used in order to completely test all of the major structural
elements of the payload fairing: upper and lower nose cone (crush pressure and side load), nose
dome (crush pressure only), cylinder and boattail (burst pressure and vent fin loads), and the all-up
system level configuration (bending moments, shear loads, and axial loads). The last two
configurations will be performed in a new test tower constructed last year specifically for the
purpose of performing payload fairing testing. Included as part of the all-up system level testing
will be test conditions which will reveal stiffness data on the payload fairing structure. It is
planned that 27 separate test conditions will be required to fully accomplish the objectives of this
test. The following paragraphs describe the major test configurations and the purpose for each of
these:

Nose Cone Test Conditions: For the nose cone tests (see Figure 3a), the cone section (21
feet high) will be removed from the fairing cylindrical section and mounted on an airtight base
fixture. A negative pressure differential will be established across the nose cone skin which will

simulate worst-case crush pressures experienced by this structure during the ascent phase of flight.
While the fairing structure is vented at the bottom of the cylinder section, pressure differentials are
still experienced during flight at different fairing stations due to the varying aerodynamic pressure
profiles. Pressures in the cone region during vehicle ascent are of the crush variety due to the
aerodynamic nature and purpose of this structure. A shear load will also be introduced at the top of
the cone during these test conditions in order to observe and characterize post-buckling behavior
and load carrying capability of the monocoque (no external stringers) cone structure. It should be
mentioned that buckling of the structure is expected at high loading conditions and is not to be
considered a failure of the structure. There will be a total of four test conditions devoted to nose
cone testing.
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Nose Dome Test Conditions: The nose dome crush pressure test conditions are fairly straight-

forward, involving only the creation of a negative pressure differential across the nose dome
structure, simulating the crush pressures seen during the ascent phase of the vehicle's flight (see

Figure 3b). No shear, bending, or other structural loads will be imparted into the nose dome
during these tests. There are only two nose dome test conditions.

Cylinder and Boattail Test Conditions: A unique test fixture was required for the cylinder

and boattail burst pressure test conditions (see Figure 3c). Pressurizing the entire volume of the
cylinder using a flat disk to seal the top of the cylinder (about 22,100 square inches) was not an
option because this would have imparted large axial tension loads into the cylinder skin. Instead, a
cylinder of a slightly smaller radius will be inserted inside the fairing cylinder, and the small
annulus between the two cylinders will be pressurized. The primary goal in these test conditions is
to observe the behavior of the explosive bolts and the split line longerons. Gapping of the

longerons in the areas between bolts will be measured to characterize this behavior. No shear
loads will be imparted to the cylinder or boattail structure during this test, but there will be small
loads input into the vent fin structure to observe how flight loads from the vent fin are distributed
into the cylinder skin and the backing frames and stringers. There will be a total of four cylinder
and boattail test conditions.

AII-Uo System Level Test Conditions: There are 17 test conditions to be conducted in the
fully assembled, all-up test configuration (see Figure 3d), including five stiffness test conditions.
In this configuration, the test article will be assembled in exactly the same way that the fairing will
sit on top of the Centaur upper stage during the boost phase of flight. Axial loads will be imparted
both at the top of the nose cone and at the boattail/cylinder interface, and side loads will be able to
be input at two different stations on the nose cone. The 12 non-stiffness test conditions are
constituted by combining three test configurations in four variations: using design limit loads,
using design ultimate loads, loading parallel to the split line, and loading perpendicular to the split
line. The three configurations are side loading at the upper fixture on the cone (which tests the
upper portion of the cylinder), side loading at the lower fixture on the cone combined with
maximum axial compression loads, and side loading at the lower fixture on the cone with minimum
axial compression loads (both of which test the lower portion of the cylinder, the boattail, and the
stub adapter). The maximum axial load condition imparts worst-case compression loads into the
skin, longerons, and explosive bolts on the compression side of the fairing, and the minimum axial
load condition imparts worst-case tension loads into the skin and longerons on the tension side of
the fairing.

Test Instrumentation: About 300 strain gage channels and about 45 deflection transducers will
be present on the test article. The strain gage locations are distributed evenly on the various
components of the test article structure, but typically only half of the gages will be read for a given
test condition. The strain gages are intended to provide an indication of how loads are distributed
throughout the test article structure. Deflection transducers are present mainly to provide data on
the stiffness of the test article and to monitor deflections of the test article to ensure safe test

operations. Load cells on test fixtures and pressure transducers in the test setup will also be
monitored to obtain an accurate picture of loads and pressure differentials being input into the test
article. A set of digital data loggers will be used for data acquisition system, and data will be
delivered to the stress department in personal computer compatible spreadsheet formats.
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III. 14-Foot Diameter Payload Fairing, Acoustic Test

Descriotion: The acoustic test of the payload fairing will be conducted during May 1990 in

General Dynamics/Space Systems Division's AcousticFFhermal Test Facility (A'ITF) at the Kearny
Mesa plant in San Diego, California. The A'ITF is a dual chamber containing separate acoustic and
thermal test chambers. Both chambers are maintained as 100,000 class clean facilities. Its acoustic

chamber is one of the largest acoustic test facilities with a floor measuring 33 x 40 feet and a ceiling
height of 50 feet (65,000 cubic feet). The chamber is fully reverberant, having a 25-Hz horn, a 50-
Hz horn, and two 100-Hz cutoff horns, all mounted on the north wall of the chamber (see Figure
4). The frequency range of the chamber is 25 - 10,000 Hz_ and the rated overall sound pressure
level is 154 dB. Chamber environments and data acquistion are controlled from the control room
on a mezzanine above the chambers. The primary purpose of the ATI'F is the environmental

testing of large space structures. Currently, the major emphasis of the chamber is on the rigorous
checkouts required prior to delivery of the Centaur upper stage of the USAF Titan IV launch
vehicle. This checkout includes a full exercise of Centaur avionics control systems while the
vehicle LO2 tank is filled wit h liquid nitrogen and subjected to launch acoustic levels. The vehicle
with empty propellant tanks was later subjected to thermal cycling ranging from -40 F to 185 F.

During the acoustic test of the Atlas 14-foot diameter payload fairing, a fully assembled fairing will
be subjected to acoustic levels representative of both the launch and Max Q environments. External
sound pressure levels for both conditions will approach the rated capacity for the chamber. Empty
chamber calibrations will be performed prior to arrival of the test article to better characterize the
obtainable sound pressure levels. Various re-configurations of the test article will be performed in
order to characterize an 1.) empty, generic fairing, 2.) a generic fairing with a satellite payload, 3.)
an empty fairing with the acoustic blanket installation, and 4.) a fairing with the acoustic blanket
installation and a satellite payload. Other design features which will be tested are the noise
mufflers which are placed over the vent holes in the fairing cylinder section. The flapper doors in
the muffler structure (designed to prevent payload contamination and noise intrusion but still allow
for venting of internal burst pressures) will be alternately opened and closed to determine their
effect on internal noise levels. The noise reduction properties of the fairing structure and the
acoustic blanket installation will be fully tested by the completion of the ten test conditions planned
(8 at launch levels and 2 at Max Q levels). In order to fully characterize the fairing acoustics,
sound decay measurements will be taken inside the fairing structure prior to testing, both with the
acoustic blankets installed and with them removed, to determine the reverberant component of the
measurements which will be taken internal to the fairing during the actual testing.

Also of interest to the structural dynamicists are the vibrations induced in the fairing structure by
this acoustic energy. To investigate this phenomena, accelerometers will be placed on mass
simulated avionics packages mounted on the forward end of the Centaur upper stage and on areas
of payload fairing skin. By placing microphones very near the avionics packages and the payload
fairing skin on which accelerometers are placed, data are gathered which will allow transmissibility
studies to be performed. The vibration environments, while significant for the purposes of this
test, are expected to be mild enough to allow the use of flight hardware for this test. The second
flight payload fairing and the third 14-foot diameter article to come off the line at Harlingen will be
used for this test in order to help acheive some schedule compression (the dedicated test article will
be committed to the structural test at this time), and because the standard cork and paint installation,
which was incompatible with the goals of the structural test, is a requirement for the acoustic test.
It was felt that the cork and paint on the nose cone section, bonded on as an ablative for thermal
control, would have a significant impact on the acoustic transmissibility of the nose cone skin.

Data Acoui_i|ign; Acoustic levels internal to the payload fairing structure will be fully
characterized through the use of about 20 microphones positioned both in and around the test
article. Several control microphones will also be used to monitor chamber conditions in real time.

Vibrational levels associated with the acoustic energy will also be recorded by about 10 triaxial
accelerometer placements on sensitive areas of vehicle structure. A state-of-the-art data acquisition
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Figure 4. General Dynamics Acoustic Chamber, San Diego, California.
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systemin theATFF controlroomwill recordall testdata and will allow for a wide variety of data
presentation formats; 1/3 Octave Band Center Frequency Plots shall be produced for all
microphones. Power Spectral Densities (PSDs) will be produced for all data microphones and
Accelerometer Spectral Densities (ASDs) of all accelerometer data will also be produced, as will
transmissibility plots showing the relationship between microphone and accelerometer data.

Because this test is currently scheduled for completion less than one month prior to launch of
AC-69, the first commericial Atlas flight, prompt data reduction and presentation will be of utmost
importance.

IV. I 1-Foot Diameter Payload Fairing Modal Survey Test

Descriotion; This first test of the smaller 11-foot diameter fairing, developed for the USAF
Atlas II, will be conducted in two major segments: a "free-free" test condition in which only one
half of the fairing will be tested, and a "fixed base" test condition which will be performed on a
fully assembled and erected fairing. The free-free conditions will be performed at the General
Dynamics operated U. S. Air Force Plant 19 near downtown San Diego, and the fixed base test
conditons will be performed at the Sycamore Canyon test facility. The fixed base testing will
immediately follow the 14-foot diameter payload fairing structural test and be conducted in the
same test tower. The test article will be a dedicated 11-foot diameter test article, constructed to the
same engineering prints and quality control criteria as a flight article. This will be the first 11-foot
diameter fairing completed by the Harlingen assembly plant and will be the fourth aluminum

payload fairing off the production line. Because of suspicions that the thermal control cork coating
on the nose cone would introduce significant modal damping, it was determined that it should be
included on the test article in order to accurately reflect the properties of the flight article. The

11-foot diameter payload fairing is somewhat shorter than the 14-foot diameter version, measuring
34 feet in height, 5 1/2 feet less than its larger brother. While it is large enough to accommodate

the DSCS-III spacecraft, the 11-foot diameter payload fairing is some 1,500 pounds lighter than
the 14-foot diameter payload fairing, weighing in at just over 3,000 pounds. This allows for a

dramatic increase in payload-weight-to-orbit. The 11-foot fairing is even slightly lighter than the
comparably sized 10-foot diameter fiberglass fairing, showing the inherent efficiency of the
aluminum skin, stringer, and frame construction. In addition to supplying data on fairing
vibrational modes, this modal test will be the primary source of stiffness data on the 11-foot
diameter payload fairing structure.

General Dynamics will be assisted in this test effort by Structural Dynamics Research Corporation
(SDRC), which is headquartered in Milford, Ohio. SDRC Engineering Services Division, based
convieniently in San Diego, will be the primary contract agency. SDRC, which has a great deal of
experience in the mod',d testing field, will:

• perform a pre-test analyses, which will predict mode shapes and frequencies
• determine instrumentation quantities and placements
• install the instrumentation and shakers on the test article
• perform all test operations
• perform all data acquisition

• perform a post-test analysis intended to refine the fairing analytical model
• prepare a test report which presents all test data

Free-Free Test Reouirements: The free-free test condition, in which a single fairing half will be
excited, is being performed to determine the vibrational modes of a fairing (and split barrel) half
which has been separated from its twin half and is free to vibrate at all boundaries. This test condition
is being run in lieu of conducting a separate (and very expensive) jettison test of the 11-foot diameter

payload fairing. This test condition will provide information on the primary breathing modes and the

modes which will load the stub adapter hinges during jettison rotation. About 200 low-frequency
accelerometers will be present on the test article to monitor vibration during this condition. The
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fairing will besuspendedfrom theceilingin aconcavedown(invertedcanoe,seeFigure5)
orientationandwill besupportedatthreelocationsby bungeecords.Exciterswill bemountedon the
floor andwill beattachedto thesplitline longerons.Multiple inputrandomexcitationwill bethe
primarymethodof excitation,providinginformationonall modesbelow50Hz, but for themajor
modesof interest,sine-sweepexcitationwill beusedto obtainmorespecificinformation(linearity,
orthogonality,damping,etc.). Orthogonalityrequirementsfor thefree-freeconditionarethatall
off-diagonaltermsof themodalmassmatrixbelessthan0.10. Up to 12total retakesof contaminated
targetmodeswill bepermittedto satisfytheserequirements.

Fixed Base Test Reauirements: In order to determine the vibrational modes of the fully
assembled fairing as it sits on the Centaur upper stage for the first 3 1/2 minutes of flight, the fixed
base modal configuration will be performed at Sycamore Canyon. The modes of primary interest are
the first three bending modes in the vehicle pitch and yaw axes, the first two axial modes, and the first
torsional mode. If any of these modes is above 64 Hz, a shell mode pair will be substituted. It is
anticipated that about 250 low-frequency accelerometers will be required to monitor vibration during
this test condition. As in the free-free condition, multiple input random excitation will be the primary
source, characterizing all modes below 50 Hz, and sine-sweep will be used to isolate the specified
target modes. Orthogonality requirements are, as in the free-free condition, that all off-diagonal terms
of the modal mass matrix be less than 0.10. A total of 18 retakes will be allowed in order to satisfy
these requirements for all contaminated target modes.
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Figure 5. 11-Foot Diameter Payload Fairing Modal Test Free-Free Condition.
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V, 1 l-Foot Diameter Payload Fairing Structural Test

]_,_,££i9.1].9_ The 11-foot diameter payload fairing structural test will be the last fairing test to be
conducted in the Sycamore Canyon test tower. There will be no special setup required for this test as
the configuration and the test article for this test are exactly the same as the fixed base configuration
for the modal survey test, which it will immediately follow. The goals of this test are very similar to
those established for the 14-foot diameter payload fairing structural test: 1.) the fairing structure shall
not yield under design limit loads and 2.) the fairing structure shall not fail under design ultimate loads
(125% of design limit). As with the 14-foot diameter structural test, there will be a series of static test
conditions designed specifically to satisfy the above requirements and additionally to determine the
stiffness of the payload fairing structure, serving as a verification of the stiffness data obtained during
the previously mentioned modal survey test. This structural test, however will not incorporate any of
the component level tests which the 14-foot structural test program did, mainly because some of the
structural components tested at that time (upper and lower nose cone, nose dome, and stub adapter)
are common between the 1 l-foot and 14-foot designs and need not be demonstrated again. The only
configuration for this test is the fully assembled fairing. No burst or crush pressures will be required
during any of the test conditions to be performed in this test program.

Test Conditions: Like the all-up system level tests conducted during the 14-foot diameter
structural test program, loading of the 11-foot diameter test article will be accomplished through a
combination of axial and side loading. There will be axial loading available through a fixture at the
top of the nose cone and side loading available at three locations: the top of the nose cone, near the
base of the nose cone, and near the middle of the fairing cylinder section (see Figure 6). By inputing
incremental side loads at three stations, a very good approximation of flight shear and bending
moment profiles can be obtained, avoiding any seriously overloaded structure. A total of eleven test
conditions will be required to complete the structural test program. There will be four standard
conditions using maximum axial compression loads combined with design limit and ultimate shear
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Figure 6. 1 I-Foot Diameter Payload Fairing Structural Test Loading Fixtures.
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loads/bendingmomentsconductedbothparallelandperpendicularto thefairing.splitline. Therewill
alsobetwo testconditionswhichusemimimumaxialcompressionloadsin conjunctionwith side
loads(designlimit andultimate)parallelto thefairingsplit line. Maximumaxialcompressionrelates
totheMax Qflight conditionandtheminimumaxialcompressioncasecorrespondsto loadingon the
Atlasvehicleatthetransonicflight condition.Two testconditions(designlimit andultimateloads)
will requirethattheaxisof compressionbeoff thestandardaxeswhichareparallel/perpendicularto
thesplit line. This is requiredbecauseof anair conditioningductdoorwhich is located30degrees
off thesplitline. Becauseof the locationof thisdoorattheverytopof thefairing cylinder,this
structurecannotbedesignedto afactorof safetyof 2.0,andassuchmustbetestedto ultimateloading
conditionspertheUSAF contract.An axisof compressionwhich isoff thestandardaxesrequires
thataresultantloadbereacted,dictatingthattwiceasmanyloadcellsbeusedto impartthetestloads.
Thefinal threetestconditionsarethestiffnesstests,oneeachin thestandardsideloadaxes(parallel
andperpendicularto thesplit line) usingpuresideload,andonepureaxialloadcondition.

Data Acquisition: Test instrumentation for the 11-foot diameter payload fairing structural test
includes about 80 strain gages and about 35 deflection transducers. Strain gages will be placed in
circumferential patterns at the bottom of the lower cone and at the mid-point of the small transition
cone between the cylinder and the split barrel. Several explosive bolts shall also be instrumented with
strain gages. Deflection transducers will be used mainly to collect stiffness (deflection versus load) data
and to monitor test safety during high loading conditions. Load cells connected to the hydraulic load
cylinders will also be monitored (maximum of seven hydraulic load cylinders operating during
off-axis air conditioning door test conditions) to verify the loads input into the test article. The data
acquisition system used on this test will be identical to that used during the 14-foot diameter payload
fairing structttral test program. A digital data logger will record data on the 3 1/2 -inch floppy disks in
standard personal computer spreadsheet format.

Conclusions

To establish the competitiveness of the revitalized family of Atlas launch vehicles (I, II, IIA, and
HAS) a new series of payload fairings, an 11-foot and a 14-foot diameter version, were designed to
accommodate the widest possible variety of satellites. Because these aluminum fairings are new
designs, the plant at which they are produced is new, and launch customers are very
anxious to fly their payloads, an ambitious and efficient test program is essential. Five major tests
have been planned for completion within the span of one calendar year. One of these has been
completed, with every indication that it was a success, one is currently under way, and two more are
scheduled to start in the month of April. Through effective use of test assets, facilities, and
personnel, all testing will be completed, allowing the fairing design to be completely characterized and
then qualified through analysis prior to first launch of each of the fairings.
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